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With some thoughts on the “New 
Normal” 



History 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Year Event 

Spring 2010 Library school project for XML and IA course 

Fall 2010 Tisch Library Director unveils site to Friends of 
the Tufts Libraries 

Spring 2011 Tufts University Classics Department translates 
materials 

Summer 
2011 

Tufts University Art Department attaches a 
summer scholar to research provenance 

Fall 2011 Classics Department proposes an NEH grant for 
a phase II version 



The New Normal 
Paradigm shift to a hybrid 
environment 
 
The standard 
• MARC record 
• Collection level 
• Brief description, cataloger’s judgment 
• Perfect 
 
The new 
• XML record 
• Individual records 
• Full description, with scholarly input 
• Constant beta 



The Standard Method 

http://library.tufts.edu/record=b1914156~S1�


The New Model 

http://www.library.tufts.edu/tisch/ematlocalstorage/miscellany_collection/dcManuscripts_b27.xml�


The Miscellany At Tisch Library 

The Miscellany At Tisch Library does not claim to 
be perfect. 
 
• Descriptive elements have been, and continue 

to be, corrected by scholars 
• Not a true 1:1 Dublin Core Relationship—ie, it 

describes the thing, not the image 
• Components break all the time 
 



The Miscellany At Tisch Library 

The Miscellany At Tisch Library does try to get 
information into the hands of our students faculty 
and staff. 
 
Success is both the project itself, and the 
creation of new skills and sustained interest for 
other projects 
 
• Margaret Henderson Floyd 
• EEBO/ TEI 
• Possible collaboration with the Perseus Project 

through an NEH Grant 
 
 

 
 

http://www.library.tufts.edu/tisch/metadataservices/mhf/home.html�
http://www.library.tufts.edu/tisch/metadataservices/eebo/a08006.xml�
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Thanks! 



Rethinking Tech Services 

How we used the Tisch Miscellany to 
reshape Technical Services 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How did we get to the Tisch Miscellany?  How did we move from a department focused on print to one that could include the management and showcasing of digital assets in the Tech Services repertoire. 



Tisch Tech Services in 2008 
• Very traditional workflows – entirely print based 
• Electronic resources (journals) were managed in 
Collections 

• Few e-book collections, if MARC records were loaded 
they were done by Systems Librarian 

• No thought was given to non-MARC metadata 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I joined Tisch Library as Head of technical Services in October 2008.  At that time: 15 people in the Department, 11 were in Acquisitions



How did we get there? 
• Communication 
• Looking for an opportunity 
• Collaboration  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Communication, looking for an opportunity, Collaboration to put it into practice.



Communication 
• Conversations Within Technical Services (and a little 
reorganization) 

• Advocating for Technical Services within the Library 
• Advocating for Technical Services outside the Library 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It was a gradual process.In Tech Services:Talk about ideasWhat was happening outside, With e-journals and e-books, discussion about metadata – MARC and non-MARCTalk about in-house expertise Create a Strategic plan that included finding new ways to utilize our expertiseWithin the Library:Conversations about what we could do - With Collections (rare books), With Archives (Collection level records, ETD’s) – getting content in the Archives visibility in the catalogOutside the Library:Conversations about what we could do - With the Provost’s office, At committee meetings, With GISWe spent a lot of time looking for projects, trying things out, volunteering our expertise



Looking for an Opportunity 
• At meetings, discussions 
• Undertaking small projects 
• It came from Tisch Library Collections Dept. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Volunteering expertise at every meeting where the topic of metadata came up.  At some point someone was bound to take us up on our offer.We began to work on small projects cataloging collection level records and providing quality control for metadata assigned by students to GIS dataasetsWhat turned out to be our high profile opportunity, Chris Barbour and Alex discovered a portfolio of miscellaneous leaves – 15th century manuscript and early printed leaves.  Chris had some conservation work done and as part of the conservation work digital images of each leave were made. Alex at that time was taking a class in XML and decided to catalog the leaves as part of a class project.  I suggested that we use it as an opportunity to create a proof of concept to show the library the kind of expertise we were trying to build in the department.



Collaboration 
Tech Services and Collections worked together  
 
• Creating the webpage 
• Showcasing the webpage 

•To Friends of the Library 
•On Tisch Library Webpage 
•To faculty 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Creating the Webpage – Using Dublin Core and xml, implementing features such as a search box, working to get the miscellany indexed by google. The classics department gave feedback on the initial development of the page.  Alex worked with summer scholars to develop the webpage over time.Showcasing the webpage – Presenting it to the Friends of the Library, advertising it on the Tisch Library webpage, and showing it to faculty



Collaboration 
It got noticed 

• Tufts Daily 
• Tufts University Website 
• Boston Globe 
• Chronicle of Higher Education 

 
But most importantly, it got used by our faculty 
and students 

• Part of instruction and research 
• Classics Department 
• Art History Department 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because it got noticed by our faculty we were able to begin to build partnerships.We are a genuine partner in the teaching of digital humanities to undergraduates – and that’s exactly where we want to be.We want to begin to see ourselves as partners in the research and instruction mission of the University, and this project has allowed us to do just that.We want to be involved in the teaching and research work of the University.  This is a new role for Technical Services. Going forward, we can no longer see our selves, or be seen by others as a backroom operation.  We need to be viewed as partners in the mission of the Library and in the mission of Teaching and research at the University.  It’s in projects like this where we demonstrate our value to the University



Other Opportunities   
•Taxonomy 
•NACO Training – linked data opportunity? 
•Faculty Citation Project 
•Managing E-Books 
•Data Management Plans 

•NSF and NEH 
•Creation of Metadata Best Practices 

•Student created multimedia 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve pursued other opportunities to collaborate:Taxonomy for database finder, Tufts Global Health WebsiteWe will be putting our authority records in the National Authority file - What opportunities will there be down the road to use that information as linked data for our own university systems?Managing e-books with Vet and Medical LibrariesDMP’s- with Research and Instruction group and facultyMetadata Best Practices with staff of the new Digital Design Studio and students



Final Thoughts 
• The new normal is a hybrid environment of 
traditional and new practices 

• Have a strategy 
• Keep trying things that will push you forward 
• You never know what’s going to catch the imagination 
of the people at your institution 
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Thanks! 
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